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SUMMARY  Multipath routing has been extended to Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), the current de facto inter-domain routing protocol, to address the reliability and performance issues of the current Internet. However, inter-domain multipath routing introduces a significant challenge for scalability due to the large scale of the inter-domain routing system. At the same time it also introduces new challenges in terms of security and reliability related overhead. In this paper, we propose a regional multipath approach, Regional Multipath Inter-domain Routing (RMI), where multiple paths are only allowed to be propagated within a well-defined range. With multipath routing in a region, we enable inter-domain routing with rich path diversity and improved security, and no longer have to sacrifice scalability. We show how to propagate multiple paths based on the region by theoretical analysis and by extensive simulations. Our simulations show that the number of messages generated using this approach and the convergence delay are much less than those of BGP and BGP with full multipath advertisement.
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1. Introduction

Routing as core of the Internet is of great importance to successfully transmit packets from one end to another. A scalable, reliable and secure inter-domain routing method is critical when deploying new and large scale mission critical applications, such as Voice-over-IP (VoIP) applications, multiplayer games, and video conferencing. BGP (Border Gateway Protocol), the de facto inter-domain routing protocol, has been known to be slow to react and recover from network changes. Furthermore, BGP is known to be particularly vulnerable to a variety of mis-configuration and attacks.

Many efforts have been focused on improving the reliability and security of BGP. The most straightforward solution to address the reliability issue is to ensure rich path diversity. Multipath routing has been extended to BGP to improve the reliability and efficiency of the current Internet [4, 8, 15, 18, 20, 22, 24–26, 31]. However, since the inter-domain routing system is one of the largest distributed systems today, designing a scalable solution to provide multipath routing is challenging. There is concern about the overhead in multipath discovery and maintenance, which exponentially increases as the number of end users and their networks exponentially grow. Thus, if not carefully designed, the multipath solutions could exacerbate the scalability challenges.

Moreover, using multipath routing algorithms can introduce new challenges in terms of security and security related overhead. Although multipath routing can use end-to-end authentication and integrity to verify the paths [13], [16], [23], the cost of verifying multiple paths is higher than the cost to verify one path. Many non-cryptographic solutions attempt to reduce the computational overhead [5], [12], [14], [17], [19], [28], [29]. However, storing historical routing data and maintaining AS level topology in inter-domain multipath routing require a large storage overhead, which is impractical. Hence, a natural question arises: Is it possible for inter-domain multipath routing to achieve reliability and security while remaining scalable?

In this paper, we propose a novel inter-domain routing protocol based on regional routing, which is referred to as Regional Multipath Inter-domain Routing (RMI) protocol. The primary design goal behind RMI is to balance reliability gains with scalability and security in multipath routing. Here, being scalable means that the multipath overhead at each node must grow very slowly with the increase of the network size. Previous multipath based inter-domain routing methods may generate many unnecessary paths that could be too far away from the end users for them to use. To achieve the goal of linear scalability, we exploit the structure of an AS’s neighborhood region, which is defined as a collection of an AS’s providers and customers, and is used to capture provider-level and customer-level topology information. Essentially, in RMI, multiple paths are only allowed to be propagated within an AS’ neighborhood region. ASes outside the region only have summary routing information about the regional paths. By analyzing the routing updates archived in RouteViews [2], we find that the size of neighborhood regions is usually very small compared with the size of the Internet, which makes it possible for RMI to advertise multiple paths without impacting the scalability. Our simulation results show that RMI is able to reduce the convergence delay, and decrease the amount of routing updates advertised throughout the network.

To achieve the goal of improved security, we exploit neighborhood region to impose the consistency between routing information and its associated neighborhood re-
regions. RMI provides an efficient and light-weight approach to prevent attacks and mis-configuration. In this paper, we consider two common types of Inter-domain routing attacks, namely invalid path attacks and invalid origin attacks. We show that RMI can successfully detect invalid origin attacks, and confine the possible invalid path attacks to a very small region. Note that in BGP a wide range of attackers can launch invalid route attacks. Thus, if combined with RMI, other proposed approaches, such as regular public/private key, can be used to provide path validation without imposing too much computational overhead.

In summary, RMI is a dirty slate solution to scale inter-domain multipath routing. That is, RMI is based on path vector routing. Because RMI inherits many features of BGP, it can support most of BGP’s routing policies, for example, import and export policies. In addition, in RMI, providers forward multipath only to and from their customers, so that they have the incentive to implement regional multipath for their customers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the basic concept of Regional Path Vector. In Sect. 3, we introduce multipath routing based on Regional Path Vector. We discuss the security improvement by utilizing region based multipath in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we evaluate the performance of RMI. In Sect. 6, we survey some previous work on solving the scalability of inter-domain routing. We conclude in Sect. 7.

2. Regional Path Vector

In this section, we focus on illustrating single Regional Path Vector (RPV) routing, in which each AS advertises only one single path. We first introduce the concept of neighborhood region, which forms the key design principle of RPV. After that, we introduce regional path vector routing, which consists of intra-region routing and inter-region routing. Finally, we provide analysis of RPV. In the next section, we introduce RMI, which advertises multiple regional paths. Note that in the rest of paper, we use terms route and path interchangeably.

2.1 Neighborhood Regions

In a hierarchical inter-domain system, the neighbors of an AS can be classified as providers, customers or peers according to their commercial agreements. We consider two types of AS relationship: provider-to-customer and peer-to-peer. Typically, provider-to-customer relationships among ASes are hierarchical. The hierarchical structure arises because an AS typically selects a provider with a network of larger size and scope than its own. A direct neighbor is defined as an AS with whom direct communication can be established, and is thus one hop away. For example, in Fig. 1, AS D is the provider of AS B, which in turn is the provider of AS A. We call AS B as a direct provider of AS A, and AS D as an indirect provider of AS A. Similarly, AS A is a direct customer of AS B, and an indirect customer of AS D.

In RPV, an AS maintains routes to a destination within a local neighborhood, which we refer to as the AS’s neighborhood region, or “n-region”. More precisely, an AS’s neighborhood region is defined as a collection of ASes which are direct or indirect providers or customers of the AS. An AS’s n-region is composed of provider region and customer region. Provider region is considered to be a group of direct and indirect providers, while customer region is a collection of direct and indirect customers. In this paper, we use $P_{\text{Region}}(A)$ to denote AS A’s provider region.

Figure 1 illustrates the neighborhood regions at AS A and AS F. In this example, AS A’s provider region contains 4 providers: B, C, D, and E. Since AS A is a stub AS, it does not have any customer region. AS F has one provider and one customer so that its provider region and customer region have only one AS.

2.2 Neighborhood Region Discovery

The construction of n-region requires an AS to first know who its direct providers and customers are. The providers and customers can be inferred from the commercial contractual agreements. After that, the customer region can be easily derived from the routes sent by its direct customers. Suppose that there is an AS path (A B C) learned from one customer. In this case, A, B, and C are all customers because of no-valley routing policy. No-valley policy means that a customer can only forward its own or its customers’ prefixes to providers. On the contrary, the provider region cannot be inferred from the routes sent by direct providers. The reason is that the providers may advertise a route that traverses peer-to-peer or customer-to-provider links. Therefore, the ASes in the route may not necessarily be its providers. For example, suppose that an AS learns a path “A B C” from its provider A. From this path, the AS only knows that AS A is its provider because AS B and AS C could be the customers of AS A.

In RPV, identification of an AS’s provider region is implemented through a separate Provider Discovery Protocol (PDP). Here, we describe the basic idea of the protocol. In the next section, we will present the details. The process starts from tier-1 ASes, the ASes that don’t have any provider. Each tier-1 AS periodically broadcasts a beacon prefix to its customers. On receiving an announcement
about the beacon prefix from the providers, each AS constructs its own provider region, appends its AS number to the received route and sends it to its customers. For example, in Fig. 1, AS D and AS E are tier-1 ASes, and each of them broadcasts a beacon prefix to its customers. AS A receives two messages generated by AS D, and one message from AS E. Based on those beacon messages, AS A knows that its provider region contains four ASes: B, C, D and E.

Note that a n-region is defined regarding each AS. Each stub AS only has one provider region, while a transit AS has both regions. Tier-1 ASes only have customer regions. Each AS discovers and maintains its own n-region. To let other ASes determine the propagation range, each AS needs to distribute the information. In RMI, only the information about provider region, rather than the whole n-region, is needed to disseminate to other ASes. That means, each AS does not need to distribute the information about its customer region. This is because of two reasons. First, as we shall see later, the information about provider region is sufficient for other ASes to determine the propagation range for the routes to the destination. Second, from our measurement based on today’s Internet, which will be shown in Sect. 5, we know that the size of provider regions is much smaller than that of customer regions. Therefore, the number of routing announcements does not increase significantly. Furthermore, the provider list can be implemented by using a Bloom Filter to reduce the size of messages, which will be discussed in Sect. 3.

2.3 Dissemination of Provider Region

Here, we consider how to distribute the information about provider region. As mentioned above, RPV is based on path vector. Just like BGP, each AS advertises its prefixes to all its neighbors, including its providers, customers, and peers. Before an AS announces a prefix, the AS first generates a list containing its providers, which is based on its provider region, and sends the list with the prefix announcement. We call the list as provider list. Here we emphasize that the provider list should include a complete list of providers. At normal situation, each AS can obtain all its providers from PDP. However, in some cases the list only contains a subset of providers. For example, in BGP, an AS may connect to multiple providers via static configuration or using a private AS number, which results in the Multiple Origin Autonomous System (MOAS) [30]. From other ASes’ perspective, it appears as if the routes have multiple origin ASes, which are its providers’ AS numbers. The same cases can occur in RPV. To correctly distribute provider region, RPV requires each of the providers to advertise the customer’s provider list, not its own provider list.

For example, in Fig. 2 AS 1 uses a private AS number, and has two providers. This results in the AS’s prefix as if it is AS 2 and AS 3’s prefix. In RMI, when AS 2 and AS 3 announce AS 1’s prefix, they need to advertise AS 1’s provider list, rather than their own lists. In this example, the provider list for AS 1 contains AS 2, AS 3, and AS 4. On the contrary, AS 2 and AS 3’s provider lists contain AS 4 only.

2.4 Intra-Region Routing

In this section, we discuss how to setup the routes to reach the destination inside a n-region. Inside an AS’s n-region, a route destined to the AS is referred to as an intra-region route. An intra-region route is similar to a route in BGP, which contains a regional path to reach the destination. In this paper, we denote an intra-region route as \((u_0, u_1, \ldots, u_n)\), where \(u_0\) is the origin AS. An intra-region route has the following property:

**Property 1.** For a given intra-region route \((u_i, u_{i−1}, \ldots, u_0)\) to a destination originated by \(u_0\), \(u_i\) is a provider or a customer of \(u_0\).

For example, in Fig. 1, A has a regional path (A C E) to reach a destination originated at E, and E has another regional path (E F G) to reach G. AS A is a customer of the origin AS E, and E is a provider of AS G.

When an origin AS advertises its prefixes, according to the type of its neighbors the AS may construct different types of routes. When advertising a prefix to a provider or a customer, the AS should generate an intra-region route. In particular, the origin AS generates a prefix announcement, inserts its AS number into the regional path, and sends it to its providers and customers. Each intra-region route advertisement concerns a particular prefix and includes a provider list of the origin AS. On the contrary, if it has peer-to-peer AS relationship with a neighbor, the origin AS has to construct another type of prefix announcement—an inter-region route, which will be introduced in the next section.

After an AS announces a prefix, other ASes construct the intra-region routes to it by successively propagating the advertisement between pairs of ASes. Just like BGP, before accepting an intra-region route, the receiver checks for the presence of its own AS number in the path to avoid routing loops. And then, the AS must decide whether or not to use this route. When an AS has several intra-region routes to the destination, the AS needs to select the best intra-region route. Note that in this section we focus on the single path routing. Since RPV is based on path vector, we can use the same BGP route selection and apply the same routing policies to it. In this paper, we assume that every AS applies typical routing policies [10]. That is, an AS announces its customer routes to all neighbors but its peer or provider routes to its customers only. Besides, every AS prefers its customer routes over its peer routes and then over its provider routes.
After finishing the best intra-region path selection, the AS continues to determine whether or not to propagate the route to neighboring ASes (after adding its own AS number to the AS path), which is determined by its export policies and the origin AS’s n-region. If the route advertisement is allowed by its export routing policies, the AS advertises the route according to the following dissemination rules for intra-region routes.

**Rule 1 (Uphill).** Each AS directly sends intra-region routes to its providers.

The Uphill rule implies that the AS can directly forward an intra-region route to its uphill providers without examining the provider list coming with the prefix. In this case, the intra-region routes must come from the AS’s customers. Otherwise, due to no-valley policy, the intra-region routes are not allowed to be sent to providers. We use the example shown in Fig. 3 to illustrate the Uphill rule. The example has the same network topology as the previous example (in Fig. 1). AS A advertises a prefix to AS B and AS C. According to the Uphill rule, AS C and AS B send the route to their provider AS D directly.

**Rule 2 (Origin AS’s Provider).** Each AS sends intra-region routes to its neighbors that are the providers of the origin AS.

An AS can advertise an intra-region route to a neighbor who is not its provider. The condition is that the neighbor must be the origin AS’s provider. For example, in Fig. 3, AS D wants to forward an intra-region route learned from AS B to AS C. Since AS C is not AS D’s provider, AS D continues to determine if AS C is in AS A’s provider list. Searching the provider list, AS D finds that AS C is a provider of AS A. Consequently, AS D sends the intra-region route to AS C.

**Rule 3 (Origin AS’s Customer).** Each AS sends intra-region paths to its customers that are the customers of the origin AS.

This rule implies that an AS cannot just simply advertise an intra-region path to its customers. Instead, the AS needs to ensure that the customers are the origin AS’s customers as well. We use an example to demonstrate this rule.

In Fig. 4, AS A originates a prefix, and advertises it to AS B and AS C. Before AS C sends an intra-region path to AS B, it first checks if AS B is in the origin AS’s provider list according to Rule 2. AS C finds that AS B is not AS A’s provider. We know that AS B is AS A’s customer so that it is in AS A’s n-region. However, only the origin AS has the information about its customer region, which is not visible to other ASes. To solve the problem, AS C uses AS B’s provider list, instead of AS A’s provider list, to investigate if AS A is AS B’s provider. More specifically, AS A first finds an intra-region path originated by AS B. And then, AS B investigates the provider list associated with the path to see if AS A is in the list. In this example, AS B’s provider list contains A and C so that AS C can determine that AS B is a customer of the origin AS. This example shows that each AS can determine if a neighbor is in the origin AS’s n-region just based on the provider lists.

**Rule 4 (Tier-1 ASes’ Prefix to Customers).** Each AS sends intra-region paths to its customers if there is no available provider list associated with the paths.

Tier-1 ASes do not have any provider so that they do not have provider region. In this case, other ASes simply forward the intra-region path destined to a tier-1 AS to its customers. For example, in Fig. 3, suppose that AS D originates a prefix and advertises it to AS B and AS C. AS B and AS C just forward the intra-region path to their customer, AS A. Note that AS B and AS C cannot forward the path to each other because of no-valley routing policy.

### 2.5 Inter-Region Routing

In this section, we discuss how to announce the routing paths to an AS that is located beyond the origin AS’s n-region. As we mentioned above, if an intra-region route is not allowed to send by the intra-region route dissemination rules, the AS needs to construct an inter-region route to summarize the intra-region route, and advertise the new route to the neighbor.

Different from an intra-region route, an inter-region path is composed of a Source Regional Path (SRP) and a Summary Path Metric (SPM). When an AS needs to advertise a route outside the origin AS’s n-region, the AS constructs an inter-region route to replace the intra-region route.

---

**Fig. 3** An example of intra-region routes. The AS paths around a node represent the available paths in the node’s routing table, which are ordered in the descending order of local preference.

**Fig. 4** An example of Origin AS’s Customer Rule (Rule 3). AS C determines the origin AS’s customer region by using AS B’s provider list.
The AS summarizes the intra-region route by using a summary path metric, such as the shortest path distance or propagation delay. Similar like an intra-region path, a SRP is a sequence of ASes along which the path receiver can reach the bounder of the origin AS’s n-region. When an AS originates an inter-region route, the AS inserts its AS number into the SRP. In this paper, we denote an inter-region route by “[(P : n)]”, where P is the SRP and n is the summary path metric.

As we described before, an AS uses an intra-region route to announce its own prefixes to its providers and customers. When the AS’s neighbor is a peer, the AS uses an inter-region route to advertise the prefixes to the neighbor. In this case, the origin AS inserts its AS number into SRP, and assigns 0 to SPM, which indicates the prefix originated by the AS. After that, the AS sends the route to the neighbor. The neighbor must be either the AS’s peer or customer, but cannot be a provider. Based on this, we find that an inter-region route has the following property:

**Property 2.** For a given inter-region route [(ui . . . uk+1uk):n] to a destination originated by AS u0, AS u1 is a provider of AS u0, and AS uk+1 is a customer or a peer of AS uk.

Note that when an AS originates an inter-region route, provider list, which is coming with the corresponding intra-region route should be sent with an inter-region path. There are two reasons behind this. First, even though ASes are not willing to reveal their provider-customer relationships, in practice it is possible to infer most provider-customer relationships from routing updates. Second, in Sect. 4, we will show that the provider list can be used by other ASes to validate routing information.

After an AS constructs an inter-region route and sends the route, we next determine how other ASes forward the route. Upon receiving an inter-region route, each AS first appends its AS number into the SRP, and then follows the following rule:

**Rule 5 (Downhill Only).** Each AS sends inter-region routes to its customers only.

An AS forwards an inter-region route only to its customers without examining the origin AS’s n-region or its n-region. Since an inter-region route is only allowed to be advertised to customers, the route is composed of a sequence of providers. In addition, each AS still uses the same BGP route selection to select the best inter-region route.

For example, in Fig. 5, AS C advertises an inter-region route [(C) : 1] to AS G, and AS E sends route [(E) : 2] to AS F. Note that in this example and following examples, we use the shortest path distance to summarize an AS’s intra-region path. After AS F receives the inter-region route from AS E, it adds its AS number to SRP, and forwards the route to AS G.

2.6 Correctness of RPV

First, we prove that the intra-region route dissemination rules, which are described in previous section, can ensure the propagation of intra-region routes within the origin AS’s n-region.

**Theorem 1.** If every AS follows the intra-region route dissemination rules and typical routing policies, intra-region routes are propagated within the origin AS’s n-region.

**Proof.** We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that AS ui has an intra-region route (ui, ui−1, . . . , u1, u0). We assume that u0, . . . , ui−1, are in the origin AS u0’s n-region, but ui is outside the region, or AS u0, . . . , ui ∈ PRegion(u0) but ui /∈ PRegion(u0). Since AS u0 advertises intra-region paths only to its providers and customers, we consider the two cases:

Case 1: u1 is u0’s provider. After u0 advertises its prefix to its provider u1, because of no-valley property of Internet paths, the advertisement can traverse one or more customer-to-provider links followed by zero or one peer-to-peer link or one or more provider-to-customer links to u1. According to Uphill rule, the ASes along a series of customer-provider links belong to u0’s region. Thus, the intra-region path must have a peer-to-peer link or one or more provider-to-customer links to reach u1. If ui has a peer-to-peer link to u1−1, according to Origin AS’s Provider rule, ui−1 ensures ui ∈ PRegion(u0). If ui has a customer-to-provider link to u1−1, according to Origin AS’s Customer rule, ui−1 ensures ui ∈ PRegion(u0). The two cases contradict the assumption ui /∈ PRegion(u0).

Case 2: u1 is u0’s customer. After u0 advertises its prefix to u1, the advertisement can traverse one or more provider-to-customer links to u1. According to Origin AS’s Customer rule, u1−1 ensures ui ∈ PRegion(u0), which contradicts the assumption.

The two cases show that there is not such intra-region route outside the origin AS’s n-region.

Second, we prove that following the regional route dissemination rules, including intra-region route rules and inter-region route rules, RPV is loop-free.

**Theorem 2.** If every AS follows the intra-region route and inter-region route dissemination rules, and every AS applies typical routing policies, then RPV is free of loops at every instant.
Proof. Since path vectors are used to propagate routing information within an origin AS's n-region, there is no loop within the region. Thus, we need to prove that it is impossible for every AS in any intra-region route to receive the corresponding inter-region path that summarizes the intra-region route. We show this by contradiction. We assume that there is an intra-region path that is advertised by AS \( u \) and sent to AS \( v \). As shown in Fig. 6, AS \( v \) constructs the corresponding inter-region path and sends it to AS \( u \). Finally, the path is advertised to AS \( u \) by AS \( x \). Because AS \( u \) has an intra-region route, we consider the two cases: 1) AS \( u \) is a provider of AS \( u_0 \), and 2) AS \( u \) is a customer of AS \( u_0 \).

Case 1: AS \( u \) is a provider of AS \( u_0 \). As shown in Fig. 6(a), AS \( u \) finally receives an inter-region path \([ux \ldots uv]:n\) which hides the path from \( v \) to the origin AS. Thus the inter-region path contains a loop. According to Rule 5 (Downhill Only), \( x \) must be either \( u \)’s provider or some of them but not all are inter-region routes.

Proof of Theorem 2. A straight line represents either provider-to-customer or peer-to-peer AS relationship. A curved arrow dashed line represents a provider-to-customer relationship. A straight arrow line denotes a peer-to-peer AS relationship. A curved arrow dashed line represents a sequence of ASes that each pair of them has provider-to-customer relationship. The distance between AS \( v \) and the origin AS is \( n \) hops.

2.7 Diversity of Regional Path

The diversity of regional route means the types of region paths that each AS may have. Recall that there are two types of region routes in RPV: intra-region routes and inter-region routes. Understanding the path diversity can help each AS to validate routing information. Here, we focus on understanding the relationship between path diversity and provider region. In the next section, we will show how to utilize the provider region concept to achieve path validation.

To investigate the relationship, in the following discussion we consider a scenario where an origin AS, AS \( u_0 \), advertises its prefix to its neighbors. We investigate the region path diversity at AS \( u_0 \), which receives one or several paths to reach the origin AS.

First, we consider the case that AS \( u_0 \) belongs to AS \( u_0 \)'s n-region. We have the following claims to describe the regional paths at AS \( u_0 \).

Claim 1 (All Intra-region Routes at Provider). If AS \( u_0 \) is a provider of an origin AS \( u_0 \), AS \( u_0 \)'s routes to reach the destination originated by AS \( u_0 \) must be all intra-region routes.

Proof. Since AS \( u_0 \) is a provider of the origin AS, according to Uphill rule, AS \( u_0 \) must have at least one intra-region route to reach AS \( u_0 \). Thus, we need to prove that all of AS \( u_0 \)'s routes are intra-region routes if it has more than one route. We show this by contradiction. We assume that AS \( u_0 \) has an inter-region route \([u_0 u_{-1} \ldots u_{k+1} u_k]:n\). Here, \( u_k \) originates an inter-region path, and the distance from \( u_0 \) to the destination is \( n \). According to Property 2, AS \( u_k \) is a provider of the origin AS. At the same time, the region path \([u_0 u_{-1} \ldots u_{k+1} u_k]:n\) implies that \( u_k \) is a provider of \( u_{k+1} \), which in turn is a provider of \( u_0 \). Since both AS \( u_0 \) and AS \( u_k \) are providers of the origin AS, \( u_{k+1} \) must be a provider of the origin AS's n-region either. As a result, AS \( u_k \) needs to send an intra-region path instead of an inter-region path to \( u_{k+1} \), which results in a contradiction. Thus, the inter-region route does not exist.

Claim 2 (Hybrid Routes at Customer). If AS \( u_0 \) is a customer of an origin AS \( u_0 \), AS \( u_0 \)'s routes to reach the destination originated by AS \( u_0 \) must be either all intra-region routes, or some of them but not all are inter-region routes.

Proof. Since AS \( u_0 \) is a customer of the origin AS, due to no-valley routing policy, AS \( u_0 \) can obtain routes to reach the destination only from its providers. Suppose that AS \( u_0 \) has a set of direct providers, \( p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_k \). If all those providers are located in the origin AS’s n-region, according
to Rule 3 (Origin AS’s Customer), all the routes via those providers are intra-region paths. On the other hand, among the \( k \) providers, we assume that there are \( m \) providers are located outside the origin AS’s \( m \)-region. According to Rule 3 (Downhill Only), the paths via the \( m \) providers to reach the destination are inter-region paths.

Based on the above two claims, we can prove the theorem about the case that an AS has both inter-region routes and intra-region routes to reach the same destination.

**Theorem 3.** If AS \( u_i \) has both inter-region routes and intra-region routes to reach the same destination originated by AS \( u_0 \), AS \( u_i \) must be a customer of AS \( u_0 \).

We also present one theorem regarding the case that an AS has all inter-region routes to reach the same destination.

**Theorem 4.** AS \( u_i \)’s all routes to reach the same destination originated by an origin AS \( u_0 \) are inter-region routes if and only if AS \( u_i \notin P\text{-Region}(u_0) \) and AS \( u_0 \notin P\text{-Region}(u_i) \).

**Proof.** (Sufficiency) If AS \( u_i \notin P\text{-Region}(u_0) \) and AS \( u_0 \notin P\text{-Region}(u_i) \), we need to prove that all AS \( u_i \)’s path to the destination are inter-region paths. Since AS \( u_i \) is not in AS \( u_0 \)’s provider region and AS \( u_0 \) is not in AS \( u_i \)’s provider region, AS \( u_i \) can only get paths to \( u_0 \) from AS \( u_0 \)’s providers due to no-valley policy. According to intra-region path advertisement rules, AS \( u_0 \)’s providers will send inter-region paths to AS \( u_i \).

(Necessity) if AS \( u_i \)’s all paths to reach the origin AS \( u_0 \) are inter-region paths, according to intra-region path advertisement rules, AS \( u_i \) is not in AS \( u_0 \)’s provider region. Next, we need to prove that AS \( u_0 \) is also not in AS \( u_i \)’s provider region. We show this by contradiction. Assume that AS \( u_0 \) is in AS \( u_i \)’s provider region, or AS \( u_i \) is in AS \( u_0 \)’s customer region. According to Claim 1 and 2, AS \( u_i \) must have intra-region routes from AS \( u_0 \), which contradicts the necessary condition.

Finally, we have a theorem about the case that an AS must have at least two intra-regions routes to the same destination. The theorem will be used to validate the consistency between regional routes. We will show this in detail in Sect. 4.

**Theorem 5.** If AS \( u_i \) has an intra-region route \((u_i u_{i-1} \ldots u_0)\) to a destination originated at AS \( u_0 \), and has peer-to-peer AS relationship with AS \( u_{i-1} \), AS \( u_i \) must be a provider of the origin AS and must have another intra-region route via its customer to the same destination.

**Proof.** According to no-valley policy, AS \( u_{i-1} \) must be a provider of the origin AS \( u_0 \). Otherwise, it cannot advertise the path to its peer, AS \( u_i \). Since AS \( u_i \) has an intra-region path from AS \( u_{i-1} \), based on Property 1, we know that AS \( u_i \) must be either a provider or a customer of the origin AS. Let’s first consider the case that AS \( u_i \) is a customer of the origin AS \( u_0 \). Since AS \( u_{i-1} \) is a provider of the origin AS, AS \( u_i \) should be a customer of AS \( u_{i-1} \) as well. However, the AS relationship between AS \( u_i \) and AS \( u_{i-1} \) is peer-to-peer relationship. It is very unlikely that an AS’s customer would be a peer of the AS. Therefore, we do not consider this case. When AS \( u_i \) is a provider of the origin AS, it must traverse a set of provider-to-customer links to reach the destination. So, AS \( u_i \) must have another path via its customer rather than AS \( u_{i-1} \) to reach the destination.

### 3. Regional Multipath Inter-domain Routing

In previous section, we introduce RPV, which is based on single path routing. In this section, we extend multipath routing to RPV. The goal of incorporating multipath routing in RPV routing is to increase path diversity. We first present the overview of RMI, and focus on the benefit of RMI on the scalability of multipath routing. And then, we present RMI implementation.

#### 3.1 Overview of RMI

We use an example to show that RMI can achieve rich path diversity with an acceptable number of routing messages. As depicted in Fig. 7, suppose AS 1 is the origin and all ASes advertise all their known routes to their neighbors. As a result, AS 5 has three routes to reach AS 1, that are \((5 \ 3 \ 4 \ 1), (5 \ 3 \ 1)\) and \((5 \ 3 \ 2 \ 1)\). And path \((5 \ 3 \ 1)\) is used as the primary path. In RMI, AS 5 summarizes these three routes into one path by using shortest path distance: \([(5):2]\). AS 9 has two routes: \([(9 \ 7 \ 6 \ 5):2]\) and \([(9 \ 8 \ 6 \ 5):2]\). On the contrary, without RMI, AS 9 will have 6 routes, which are too far away from AS 9 for it to use.

If link 3 – 2 fails, AS 5 doesn’t need announce any information to AS 6. Thus, both the message overhead and the convergence time could be reduced dramatically in the large network.

#### 3.2 RMI Design

RMI consists of two parts. First part of RMI is an algorithm, Provider Discovery Protocol (PDP), for each AS to get its provider region. The second part of RMI is the region route distribution rules.
3.2.1 PDP Implementation

The process of generating provider region starts from tier-1 ASes. Each tier-1 AS advertises a beacon prefix, called Topology Beacon, and sends the prefix in a message called Topology Information Packet (TIP) to its customers. The TIP contains three fields: 1) the source field indicating the tier-1 AS’s beacon prefix, 2) a sequence number field to distinguish the TIPS received at different time, and 3) a list recording the providers that the TIP traverses. On receiving a TIP from the providers, each AS constructs its own provider region, appends its AS number to the received TIP and sends it to its customers. We show the procedure in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Procedure of PDP.

\[
\text{Set current AS} = M \\
\text{if } P_{\text{Region}}(M) \text{ is empty} \text{ then} \\
\quad \text{if } M_{\text{provider set}} \text{ is empty} \text{ then} \\
\quad\quad \text{Construct } P_{\text{Region}}(M) \\
\quad\quad \text{Construct TIP} \\
\quad\quad \text{foreach } P \in M_{\text{customer set}} \text{ do} \\
\quad\quad\quad \text{Send TIP to AS } P \\
\quad\quad \text{end} \\
\quad \text{end} \\
\quad \text{if } M_{\text{provider set}} \text{ is non empty} \text{ then} \\
\quad\quad \text{if } M \text{ receives all TIPs from } M_{\text{ providers}} \text{ then} \\
\quad\quad\quad \text{Construct } P_{\text{Region}}(M) \\
\quad\quad\quad \text{Construct TIP} \\
\quad\quad\quad \text{foreach } P \in M_{\text{customer set}} \text{ do} \\
\quad\quad\quad\quad \text{Send TIP to AS } P \\
\quad\quad \text{end} \\
\quad \text{end} \\
\text{end} \\
\text{if } P_{\text{Region}}(M) \text{ is non empty} \text{ then} \\
\quad \text{if any link state in } P_{\text{Region}}(M) \text{ is changed or } M \text{ receives a new TIP} \text{ then} \\
\quad\quad \text{Construct } P_{\text{Region}}(M) \\
\quad\quad \text{Construct TIP} \\
\quad\quad \text{foreach } P \in M_{\text{customer set}} \text{ do} \\
\quad\quad\quad \text{Send TIP to AS } P \\
\quad \text{end} \\
\text{end} \\
\text{end}
\]

4. Security Improvement based on Provider Region

In Sect. 2, we investigate the relationship between the regional path diversity and provider region. We understand that intra-region routes and inter-region routes are restricted by the origin AS’s provider region and the receiver’s region. In addition, the provider list coming with a route implies the AS relationships between the origin AS and its neighbors. In this section, we investigate how to utilize the relationship to detect mis-configuration and routing attacks. We consider two common types of Inter-domain routing attacks: invalid path attacks and invalid origin attacks. In RMI, each AS checks the consistency between a receiving route and the provider list associated with the destination to validate routing information. Next, we present the guidelines for consistency check.

4.1 Consistence Check Guidelines

After an AS has received a set of regional routes, including intra-region or inter-region routes, the AS can validate those routes by examining if those regional routes are consistent with the provider regions associated with the destination. More specifically, when an AS \( u \) has received a set of regional routes, \( u \) uses the following guidelines, which are based on the analysis results in Sect. 2, to check the consistency.

1. If AS \( u \) has more than one route to the same destination, the provider lists associated with those routes must be consistent.
2. For each intra-region route, the provider list associated with the route must contain AS \( u \), or the origin AS must be in \( u \)’s provider region (based on Property 1).
3. For each inter-region route, the AS that generates the inter-region route must be in the origin AS’ provider region (based on Property 2).
4. An inter-region route must come from \( u \)’s providers or peers, but not its customers (based on Downhill Only rule).
5. If AS \( u \) has both inter-region routes and intra-region routes to the same destination, \( u \)’s provider region must contain the origin AS (based on Theorem 3).
6. If \( u \)’s paths to a destination are all inter-region routes, the origin AS should not be in \( u \)’s provider region and \( u \) itself should not be in the provider region list associated with those paths (based on Theorem 4).
7. If \( u \)’s intra-region route via a peer \( v \), AS \( u \) must have another intra-region route via its customer. At the same time, if the intra-region route is via a provider \( p \), the provider \( p \) must be in \( u \)’s own provider region (based on Theorem 5).

If a received route violates any of the guidelines above, the route is considered to be invalid. In the rest of this section, we describe how to use those guidelines to detect mis-configuration and attacks.

4.2 Mis-configuration Detection

The above guidelines can be used to detect faulty configuration when an AS incorrectly advertises an intra-region route or inter-region route. One possible faulty configuration is due to the false positive of provider list. Since RMI aggregates provider region information into Bloom Filters, we need to consider the impact of the false positive caused by Bloom Filters. In RMI, the false positive means that an AS
mistrue false positive but not false negative. Impossible to occur in RMI because Bloom Filters demonstrate false positive but not false negative.

For example, in previous example, as shown in Fig. 7, AS 5 should send an inter-region route to AS 6. Suppose that there is a false positive from the provider list matching, AS 5 incorrectly sends an intra-region route to AS 6. After AS 6 receives the route, it can use guideline 7 to detect the fault. According to guideline 7, due to the peer-to-peer relationship between AS 5 and AS 6, AS 6 checks its routing table to see if it has another intra-region route via its customer. If there is no such a route, the received intra-region route violates guideline 7 so that AS 6 can detect the fault. Note that this method can avoid the false negative result from the origin AS’s provider list matching. Even though the example only shows that the consistence check can detect faulty configuration due to false negative of provider list, we believe that the consistence check can also be used to detect other types of mis-configuration.

4.3 Invalid Path Attack Detection

The consistence check guidelines not only can be used to detect faulty configuration but also can be used to detect invalid path attacks. A malicious AS can modify the path it receives from other ASes by inserting or deleting ASes from the path. And then, the AS advertises the incorrect route, which does not represent the true AS path to a destination prefix, to convince other ASes to route traffic for the prefix to itself. In this paper, we focus on the invalid path attacks launched by customers to attack their providers. The reason is that providers do not have incentive to send invalid paths to their customers since their customer traffic will always traverse their networks.

Based on the location of attackers and the types of invalid paths, we classify the invalid path attacks into four categories as described below. We use several examples to illustrate how to use the above guidelines to detect each type of invalid path attacks. To simplify the description, for an attacker, we define its remote provider as an AS which only has one or several inter-region routes to reach a destination, and a a local provider as an AS which only has one or several intra-region routes to reach the destination. In the following discussion, we show how a remote provider or a local provider can detect invalid path attacks. Here, we assume that the remote provider and the local provider must have at least one valid path. The reason is that highly interconnected Internet AS topology makes it possible to let each AS receive a valid route. Furthermore, we assume that all the paths, including the invalid path, must have the correct provider list. Otherwise, according to guideline 1, the conflict between the correct routes and false routes indicates a possible attack.

**Invalid Inter-region path to remote provider.** We consider the case that the remote provider is in the attacker’s provider region, and both of them are not in the origin AS’s n-region. As shown in Fig. 8, the attacker can either pretend to originate the invalid inter-region path (Fig. 8 (a)), or forward the path originated by another AS (Fig. 8 (b)). In the two cases, the remote provider can detect the path attack by examining guideline 3 and 4. AS 5 can detect the invalid path because the invalid path [(6):1] in Fig. 8 (a) and [(6 2):1] in Fig. 8 (b) come from its customer, which violates guideline 3. In addition, AS 5 can use guideline 4 to detect the attack shown in Fig. 8 (a). That is, AS 5 can find that AS 6, which originates the inter-region path, actually is not in the origin AS’s provider list.

**Invalid Intra-region path to remote provider.** Just like the previous case, the remote provider is in the attacker’s provider region, and both of them are not in the origin AS’s n-region. In this case, the attacker sends an invalid intra-region path instead of inter-region path to the remote provider. The remote provider can use guideline 5 to detect the attack. For example, as shown in Fig. 9, AS 6 sends an intra-region path (6 1) to AS 5. Upon receiving the path, AS 5 can use its provider list to verify if the origin AS is its provider or not. Since the origin AS is not a provider, which violates guideline 5, AS 5 can detect the attack.

**Invalid inter-region path to local provider.** Here, we consider the case that the attacker is in the origin AS’s n-
Fig. 9 An example of invalid intra-region path to remote provider. In this example, AS 6 sends an invalid intra-region path to AS 5.

Fig. 10 An example of invalid inter-region path to local provider. In this example, AS 3 sends an invalid inter-region path to AS 4.

Fig. 11 An example of invalid intra-region path to local provider. In this example, AS 3 sends an invalid intra-region path to AS 4.

region. The attacker sends an invalid inter-region path to its provider. The provider can detect the attack according to guideline 4. That is, the inter-region path cannot come from its customer. For example, in Fig. 10, AS 3 sends an invalid inter-region path to AS 4. Since the route comes from its customer, which violates guideline 4, AS 4 can refuse to accept the invalid route.

Invalid intra-region path to local provider. In this case, the attacker is in the origin AS’s n-region, and sends an invalid intra-region path to its provider. For example, in Fig. 11, AS 3 sends an invalid intra-region path (3 1) to AS 4. We can find that this type of invalid path attacks is similar to invalid path attacks in BGP. Since the provider lists only provide the membership of providers, it cannot be used to detect this type of attacks. The topology information, such as the links between ASes, is required to detect such attacks. Although provider lists cannot be used to detect this kind of attacks, RMI actually delimits and constrains the potential attackers—the attackers must be the origin AS’s providers, and the type of invalid paths—the attackers must send intra-region paths. Otherwise, the invalid path will not pass the consistence check. Several possible methods can be used to detect this type of attacks. For example, each provider can use the information about its customer region to verify the path. The customer region could contain all possible paths from each customer to itself. Furthermore, with multipath routing, it is possible for each provider to obtain the complete path information for its customer region.

4.4 Invalid Origin Attack Detection

An invalid origin AS attack occurs when an AS attacker pretends to originate a prefix that it does not own. When the route to the bogus prefix propagates, some ASes will reroute to the hijacker instead of the legitimate host, making the prefix unreachable. As we described in Sect. 2, the routes to a destination may appear multiple origins due to static configuration or using private AS number. Thus, to detect such attacks, each AS should distinguish valid multiple origins and invalid origin attacks.

RMI utilizes the provider list to detect invalid origin attacks. Suppose that AS $v$ has several paths to a destination that has different origin ASes. From those paths, AS $v$ can find the associated provider lists of those multiple origins. Suppose that $P_{\text{region}}(u_1), P_{\text{region}}(u_2), \ldots, P_{\text{region}}(u_k)$ are the provider lists from ASes $u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_k$, respectively. As we described in previous section, those ASes should advertise a complete provider list for the real origin AS. Thus, AS $v$ can detect invalid origin attacks by verifying if those provider lists are the same (guideline 1), and if those origin ASes are located in the provider lists. If one AS is not in those lists, or the lists are not consistent, there is an invalid origin attack.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we focus on evaluating the scalability of RMI. Since RMI heavily depends on the propagation of provider region, a large provider list can result in a large update message, which can impact the scalability of RMI. To understand the size overhead, we measure the size distribution of provider region in the Internet. Through extensive experiments by simulations, we evaluate the performance of RMI. Our results show RMI’s effectiveness in reducing the number of routing messages and convergence time.

5.1 Size Distribution of Provider Region

We use BGP updates from Oregon RouteView [2] to infer the provider region for each AS. In particular, we create Internet connectivity on AS level based on BGP updates and
AS relationships [9]. We collect BGP updates at two different time, May 1, 2010 and May 1, 2000. The reason that we collect data from different time is to investigate the size of the Internet and the size of each AS’s provider region as the Internet evolves over the past 10 years. Based on the AS connectivity, we derive the provider region for each AS.

Figure 12 shows the size distribution of each AS’s provider region. We find that in 2000, about 60% of ASes have less than 6 providers in their provider regions, and 10% of ASes have more than 10 providers. The maximum number of providers in a provider region is 36. In 2010, only 25% of ASes have less than 6 providers and the majority of ASes (about 80%) have no more than 40 providers. The maximum number of providers in a provider region is 162. That means, as expected, the majority of ASes intend to connect more providers as the Internet evolves. However, the number of providers is still small compared with the size of customer region. We also measure the size distribution of customer region, which does not show in this paper. We find that the majority of ASes do not have customers (stub ASes), which is consistent with previous measurements. However, some ASes can have very large number of customers. For example, AS 2914 has 1,3854 direct and indirect customers in 2010. Our measurement also shows that as the Internet evolves the number of customers grows very fast.

As we described in previous section, RMI only advertises the information about provider region, and encodes the information into a Bloom Filter to control the size of routing updates. Because the majority of ASes have less than 40 providers, we can construct a Bloom Filter with a small number of bits, and ensure that the false positive rate requirement is met.

5.2 Simulation Results

We implement RMI based on the simBGP simulator, which is a message-level event driven simulator. We implement multipath advertisement, the Provider Discovery Protocol and route dissemination rules in SimBGP. The multipath mechanism we use is to advertise all available routes, called full multipath advertisement. Our simulation is based on the internet-like AS level topologies annotated with business relationships like peer-peer, customer-provider and provider-customer generated by [6].

We evaluate the performance of RMI in terms of the message overhead and the convergence time during prefix announcement events and link failure events. The simulations are based on a topology with 1000 nodes. In the 1000-node topology, there are totally 818 stub ASes and 515 multi-homed stub ASes. In addition, we investigate the number of message generated by RMI as long as the size of network topology increases. When we present the simulation results, we compare the performance of RMI, BGP and BGP with full multipath advertisement, which is denoted as “BGP+full”.

During Prefix Announcement Events. During a prefix announcement, we select one stub AS to announce a prefix. After the network converges to a stable state, we collect the results of the number of routing messages and measure the convergence time. Figure 13 (a) shows the CDFs of the overall number of routing messages each event. Note that we did not take account into the number of TIPs in the number of routing messages because TIP processing is a much lighter operation than routing message processing. In general, from the figure, we observe that RMI significantly outperforms BGP and BGP with multipath in terms of routing messages and convergence delay. More specifically, during the majority of prefix announcement events (about 70%), we observe that BGP+full method produces more than 3,000 updates. In the worst case, 5,777 updates are generated. On the contrary, RMI produces less than 2,000 updates during the majority of the events (around 74%). We also observe that BGP generates less than 2,000 updates only during 20% of the events. This implies that RMI even performs better than BGP despite the fact that RMI constructs more routes. The reason is that RMI limits not only the multipath prop-
Fig. 14  Experimental results for provider link failures of multi-homed ASes.

Fig. 15  The scaling of messages during prefix announcement event.

During Link Failure Events. In each run, we choose a multi-homed AS to announce a prefix and wait for the network to become stable. And then, we disconnect one of the provider links to simulate a link failure event. Totally, we simulate 1198 link failure events. Figure 14 (a) shows the CDFs of the overall number of updates in each event. We observe the same result as that during prefix advertisement events. That is, RMI performs better than BGP and BGP+full in terms of message overhead and convergence delay. During all the events, RMI generates less than 130 updates. During 56% of the link failure events, RMI generates less than 50 updates. For BGP+full, due to full multipath announcement, the link failure will be propagated to the whole network. Thus, even in the best case, BGP+full generates 2,163 updates. On average, RMI generates only 28 updates comparing to 844 in BGP and 2,609 in BGP+full.

Figure 14 (b) shows the CDFs of convergence time during link failure events. We observe that during almost 79% of the events, RMI converges in less than a second. On average, RMI reduces the convergence time by a factor 3.5 compared with BGP, and a factor of 11.4 compared with BGP+full.

Moreover, we run simulations on several different topologies, which range from 100 nodes to 800 nodes. The goal of this measurement is to provide an overview of the scalability of RMI with the increase of the network size. For each topology, we measure the number of routing updates during prefix announcement events. In Fig. 15, we show the average number of routing updates for each topology. The figure shows that the increase in the number of messages is linear with the increase of the network size. In summary, all of our simulation results show that RMI has a good scalability in terms of the number of routing messages and convergence delay.

6. Related Work

Several hybrid routing protocols are intended to improve the scalability of inter-domain routing. HLP [21], which is close to our approach, combines link-state routing protocol within a provider-customer hierarchy and path vector routing protocol across peering hierarchies. HLP addresses the reliability and scalability by relying on the link-state protocol. However, our measurement has shown that as the Internet evolves, the number of ASes in the provider-customer hierarchy grows so fast. Thus, distributing the link state information in a large scale communication network is impractical, which can impact the scalability. Furthermore, it has been shown that it is difficult to implement various routing policy based on link state routing protocol [27]. RMI differs from HLP in the sense that RMI is based on path vector routing. Even though both RMI and HLP divide the Internet into regions, the region in RMI is related to each AS. RMI requires each AS to keep and propagate its provider-customer relationships, i.e., its direct and indirect providers. On the
contrary, the region in HLP includes all customers of tier-1 ASes, and each AS has to keep the whole region topology information. Thus, the region size in RMI is much smaller than that in HLP. Furthermore, because RMI is based on path vector, it can support most of BGP’s routing policies. HAIR [7] presents a scalable routing architecture for future internet. It improves the routing scalability based on separation of locators and identifiers and a hybrid edge-based approach. However, RMI provides the scalability of inter-domain routing based on regional routing.

In addition, dividing inter-domain routing into intra-region routing and inter-region routing is not a new idea. DTIA [3] proposes to use regional routing to improve the scalability of inter-domain routing. Different from DTIA, RMI presents a new method to deal with the inter-region routing in which a route is composed of different portions. Also, RMI is prefix based routing while routing in DTIA is based on AS and region identifiers.

Many previous work focuses on the flexibility of multipath control that allows the end users to choose the paths [4], [8], [15], [20], [24]–[26], [31]. For example, MIRO [24] allows ASes to have more control over the flow of traffic in their networks, as well as enable quick reaction to path failures. MBGP [8] focuses on improving network bandwidth. However, MBGP is not an efficient solution for Internet-wide multipath routing because it uses message flooding to discovery the multiple paths. Path Splicing [18] takes advantage of alternate paths in BGP to discover multiple paths. However, Path Splicing might cause forwarding loops and violate routing policies. Pathlet Routing [11] enables a source to assemble an end-to-end route, and allows ASes to control the portion of routes that pass them. NIRA [25] allows end users to choose the sequence of Internet service providers a packet traverses, but it offers valley-free paths only. BANANAS [15] uses explicit AS-PATH forwarding technique to implement multipath routing. Some schemes [25], [31] utilize a link-state like routing to acquire the knowledge of the whole network for implementing source routing, which limits the scalability.

7. Conclusion

Despite the fact that extending multipath routing to inter-domain routing can improve the reliability of the Internet routing, designing a scalable and secure inter-domain multipath routing is challenging. This paper presents a scalable and secure inter-domain multipath routing protocol. We explore how regional path routing can provide multipath routing feature with acceptable message overhead and good convergence property. Based on the analysis and the simulations, RMI outperforms BGP and BGP with full multiple path advertisement. In addition, RMI can provide a certain level of route validation to improve the security of inter-domain routing. We believe that this paper presents the first in-depth study of multipath routing under constraint propagation. Our approach shows that controlling the visibility of multiple paths within a provider region allows us to kill two birds with one stone.

One of the main questions remaining to be studied is to use customer region to detect invalid path attacks occurring within the origin AS’s region. We believe that using customer region will help us to detect such attacks. Another question is studying the computation overhead of regional path distribution and consistence check. Our future work is to implement a prototype of RMI based on XORP [1], and measure the computation overhead.
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